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Coherent Phrase Model for Efficient Image
Near-Duplicate Retrieval
Yiqun Hu, Xiangang Cheng, Liang-Tien Chia, Member, IEEE, Xing Xie, Senior Member, IEEE,
Deepu Rajan, Member, IEEE, and Ah-Hwee Tan, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—This paper presents an efficient and effective solution
for retrieving image near-duplicate (IND) from image database.
We introduce the coherent phrase model which incorporates the
coherency of local regions to reduce the quantization error of the
bag-of-words (BoW) model. In this model, local regions are char-
acterized by visual phrase of multiple descriptors instead of visual
word of single descriptor. We propose two types of visual phrase to
encode the coherency in feature and spatial domain, respectively.
The proposed model reduces the number of false matches by using
this coherency and generates sparse representations of images.
Compared to other method, the local coherencies among multiple
descriptors of every region improve the performance and preserve
the efficiency for IND retrieval. The proposed method is evaluated
on several benchmark datasets for IND retrieval. Compared to
the state-of-the-art methods, our proposed model has been shown
to significantly improve the accuracy of IND retrieval while main-
taining the efficiency of the standard bag-of-words model. The
proposed method can be integrated with other extensions of BoW.
Index Terms—Bag-of-word (BoW), image near-duplicate (IND),
quantization, retrieval, TRECVID.
I. INTRODUCTION
R ETRIEVAL and detection of image near-duplicate (IND)[1], [2] are very useful for the filtering, retrieval, and man-
agement of multimedia contents. For example, the INDs can
correlate the videos that depict the same news event from dif-
ferent broadcast sources and provide similarity clues for rec-
ognizing visual events and searching news video clips [3]. De-
tecting IND(s) over the Internet can discover unauthorized use
of private images for the application of copyright infringement
detection [3], [4]. Personal photo album can be automatically
organized by grouping/removing IND(s), which might be of dif-
ferent names. Detection and retrieval of IND can also facilitate
traditional text-based web search. If two web pages contain any
IND(s), the relevance rate between these two web pages should
be increased.
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Fig. 1. Four IND pairs in the dataset provided by [1] which is successfully
detected by the proposed method (shown in the second row) but failed by [2]
(shown in the third row).
According to [1], IND is referred to as multiple images that
are close to the exact duplicate of one image, but different in
the composition of the scene, camera setting, photometric, and
digitization changes. Specifically, the scale, viewpoint, and illu-
mination of the same scene and object(s) captured in the IND(s)
can be changed by different camera settings and rendering con-
ditions. The composition of multiple objects can be different
in the IND(s) due to some editing operations. Fig. 1 shows
four examples of INDs with various differences: There are scale
changes in the two images of the first two IND pairs as shown in
the first two columns. The two images of the second and fourth
IND pairs shown in the corresponding columns are different due
to viewpoint change. The lighting conditions of the two images
are different for the first three IND pairs. Due to editing oper-
ation, the compositions of two persons are different in the two
images of the third IND pair.
Retrieval and detection are two different but related tasks
about IND. IND retrieval aims to find all images that are du-
plicate or near duplicate to a query. The objective of IND de-
tection is to find all duplicate pairs from an image collection.
IND detection is based on IND retrieval but is more challenging
than IND retrieval because of two reasons: 1) there are image
pairs needed to be checked in a dataset of images; 2) besides
calculating similarity, the detection algorithm needs to decide
whether to accept as IND or reject. There are two issues re-
lated to IND detection and retrieval: 1) the large variances within
INDs make this problem challenging; 2) by formulating detec-
tion as a retrieval problem, the number of possible IND pair in-
creases quadratically with the size of the database. It leads to
the deterioration in the efficiency of retrieval. So the solution
should be both robust and efficient in comparing a pair of im-
ages to determine whether or not they are IND.
1520-9210/$26.00 © 2009 IEEE
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In this paper, we propose an efficient and effective coherent
phrase model (CPM). This model uses visual phrase of multiple
descriptors instead of visual word of single descriptor to char-
acterize every local region to enforce local coherency. Specifi-
cally, we propose two types of phrase.
• Feature coherent phrase (FCP): every local region is char-
acterized by multiple descriptors of different types, e.g.,
SIFT [5] SPIN [6]. The match of two local regions requires
the coherency across different types of feature.
• Spatial coherent phrase (SCP): multiple descriptors of a
single type of feature are generated from the spatial neigh-
borhoods of different scales around every local region. The
match of two regions requires the coherency across dif-
ferent spatial neighborhoods.
The proposed coherent phrase model has several advan-
tages. First, it improves the effectiveness of bag-of-words
(BoW) model by introducing visual phrase, which enforces
the coherency across multiple descriptors to remove false
matches. The quantization error introduced by visual codebook
generation [7], [8] can be reduced by such local coherency
information. Second, it provides an efficient framework to
explore appearance/spatial relationship of local regions. The
efficiency is preserved by the separation of individual words in
a visual phrase and the sparsity of the representation. Multiple
descriptors of a local region can be assigned to a visual phrase
by assigning every descriptor to a visual word separately. The
maximum number of nonzero bins in the histogram of visual
phrase frequency is the number of local regions such that the
representation of image is sparse and the similarity distance is
fast to compute. To evaluate the proposed method, we test the
proposed method on several benchmark datasets [1], [9] built
from TRECVID 2003–2006 corpus [10]. To the best of our
knowledge, the proposed model is not only most accurate but
also efficient compared to the “bag-of-word” model and the
state-of-the-art algorithms [2], [11], [12] on all datasets. We
also conduct the evaluation of hierarchical version of CPM on
UKBench dataset in [13]. Using the pyramid matching kernel
(PMK) [14], [15], the proposed hierarchical CPM achieves
significant improvement over hierarchical BoW model by
enforcing local coherence properties.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review the
related work about IND retrieval and some representative work
of object categorization which is an extension of the BoW model
in Section II. Section III gives the detail description of the pro-
posed coherent phrase model including the design of two types
of phrase. The whole framework of IND retrieval is summarized
in Section IV, including a complexity analysis of the proposed
method. The experiment results on benchmark datasets are re-
ported and compared with other methods in Section V. Finally,
we conclude with the contributions of this paper in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Although previous research about exact duplicate and copy
detection are mainly based on image representation using
global feature, e.g., color, some researchers have proposed
to use BoW model of images to detect and retrieve INDs.
Zhang and Shi [1] proposed to identify IND using a stochastic
attributed relational graph (ARG) matching. They learnt a dis-
tribution-based similarity from the spatial relation among local
interest points for matching ARGs. However, the matching
speed of this method is slow and the parameters can only be
tuned heuristically. Different from [1], Ke et al. [16] repre-
sented each image as a set of local covariant regions, each of
which is characterized by a PCA-SIFT descriptor. Locality
sensitive hashing (LSH) is used to design an efficient index
structure for fact point set matching. The authors employed
RANSAC to perform the geometry verification. The robustness
of this technique cannot be guaranteed for partial matching
due to the cluttered background if geometry verification, which
itself is a computationally expensive process, is not carried
out. Compared to standard BoW, RANSAC is computationally
inefficient. Recently, Zhao et al. [2] extended the matching of
local point set by introducing one-to-one symmetric property
for matching and LIP-IS index structure for fast approximate
search. Although it is interesting to learn IND pattern from
the histogram of matching orientation, the methods proposed
in [2] and [3] are only partially invariant to rotation/scaling
transformation and require explicitly calculating point-to-point
matching when comparing two images.
On the other hand, BoW model [17] is a promising frame-
work for IND retrieval as well as for generic image categoriza-
tion. Within this framework, a collection of local regions are ei-
ther detected [13] or sampled from every image, each of which
is represented by a local descriptor, e.g., SIFT [5]. A visual vo-
cabulary is then built by clustering all the descriptors into
clusters, each of which corresponds to a visual word. Finally,
each image is represented as a histogram of visual word fre-
quency after assigning every local descriptor to some visual
word. The most critical problem of such methods is that the
ambiguous visual words will introduce large number of false
matches when each region is matched independently of others.
Several methods have been proposed to improve this model by
capturing the spatial arrangement of visual words. Lazebnik et
al. [11] extended the pyramid matching kernel (PMK) [14],
[15] by incorporating the spatial information of local regions.
Two images are partitioned into increasingly fine subregions
and PMK is used to compare corresponding subregions. This
method implicitly assumes the correspondences between sub-
regions, which is not translation/scale/rotation invariant. Also
by utilizing spatial information of local regions, Savarese et al.
[18] used correlagram to measure the distribution of the prox-
imities between all pairs of visual words and used for category
classification. But this method is sensitive to spatial deforma-
tion. More robustly, the proximity distribution kernels (PDK)
proposed in [19] capture only the rank information of the prox-
imities between two visual words. But the rank about proximity
is not discriminant and easy to be confused. These methods do
not explicitly reduce false matches when assigning local region
to visual words. Instead, they improve BoW model by utilizing
spatial information and geometric relationship of local regions
for matching images. Another way to improve BoW model is
to capture the spatial co-occurrence pattern(s) of multiple vi-
sual words. Sivic et al. [20] used neighborhood structure of local
Authorized licensed use limited to: Nanyang Technological University. Downloaded on April 05,2010 at 22:33:17 EDT from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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Fig. 2. Demonstration of generating the coherent phrase model of order 3 for an image. (a) Input image   where a set of local regions are located. (b)    
descriptors  are extracted for every local region . (c) Three codebooks are built by applying -means clustering on every type of descriptors. (d)-(e) Every
local region is assigned to a visual phrase (3-tuple) according to the codebooks. (f) Final representation of image   , which is a sparse histogram of visual phrase
frequency. (a) Image and local regions. (b) Multiple descriptors of local regions. (c)     codebooks of visual word. (d) Association of interesting point with
-tuple of visual phrase. (e) Assignment of interesting points to visual phrase. (f) Histogram of visual phrase frequency.
points as a neighboring consensus constraint for retrieving du-
plicate objects from video. Similar to the proposed SCP, spa-
tial coherency is enforced for duplicate object detection in this
method. However, [20] analyzed the spatial coherency among
multiple regions while the proposed SCP examines the spatial
coherency within single regions leading to a computationally ef-
ficient algorithm. References [21] and [22] applied the frequent
itemset mining to discover meaningful patterns which are dis-
criminant for object classification. The common disadvantage
of [18], [19], [21], and [22] is that the number of combinations
of multiple words is exponential to the number of local regions,
which is not optimally efficient. Note that our proposed method
is to describe every local region using visual phrase (multiple
descriptors) instead of visual word (single descriptor) and re-
move the false matches of local regions by the coherence prop-
erty when assigning visual region to visual phrase. All the above
methods can be combined with our method to further improve
their performance.
For the problem of IND retrieval, [2] and [12] have achieved
the promising performance. The standard “bag-of-word” model
and its extensions, e.g., the fusion method [23] combining SIFT
and SPIN descriptors and SPM [11], are widely used in object
categorization. We will compare our method with these relevant
methods in the experiment section.
III. COHERENT PHRASE MODEL
Standard BoW model, although efficient, ignores the spatial
information [18] and results in the ambiguity of visual words
[21]. In this section, we propose a new coherent phrase model to
enhance the standard BoW model. Given an image, local re-
gions can be located by using some detector [24] or using dense
sampling [11]. For every local region , a combination of de-
scriptors are extracted from the local region to characterize
its appearances:
(1)
Every , belongs to one of the visual words
and each is mapped to a -tuple of visual words. We call this
-tuple as a visual phrase
(2)
where each indicates a visual word. is denoted as the order
of visual phrase. By assigning every to the corresponding vi-
sual phrase, we obtain the coherent phrase model of an image,
which is a histogram of visual phrase frequency. Fig. 2 illus-
trates the process of generating this representation where the
order of visual phrase is 3.
The distinct property of the coherent phrase model is that
under this model, every local region is characterized by multiple
descriptors. Multiple descriptors of every local region describe
different aspects of the appearance. Hence, we can incorporate
the meaningful coherency across multiple descriptors of every
local region. Specifically, two local regions are recognized as
Authorized licensed use limited to: Nanyang Technological University. Downloaded on April 05,2010 at 22:33:17 EDT from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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a matched pair only when all of descriptors are matched to
each other:
(3)
where denotes the match indicator. Since every pair of de-
scriptors ( and ) match to each other, they belong to the
same visual word and and belong to the same visual
phrase . Thus, we can find the matching of two local regions
efficiently by assigning them to visual phrase. Different types
of coherency can be enforced by designing different types of
visual phrase, where descriptors are generated in different
ways. In the following subsections, we propose two types of
visual phrase, where feature and spatial coherencies can be en-
forced, respectively.
A. Feature Coherent Phrase
Multiple types of local descriptors [5], [25], [26] have been
proposed in the literature to represent local image region. Ac-
cording to the study in [27], there is no single descriptor which
is superior to others because different descriptors represent dif-
ferent features about the local region. For example, SIFT [5] and
its variants, e.g., [28], record the statistics of gradient orienta-
tion, SPIN [26] encodes the distribution of intensity at different
distances from a center, and Shape Context [25] describes the
information of shape.
If we extract multiple types of local descriptors from a local
region, we can construct the visual phrase consisting of different
types of descriptors, which is called feature coherent phrase
(FCP). For example, we can generate FCP of order 2 as follows:
(4)
where indicates the local region, and
are the SIFT and SPIN descriptors extracted from
, respectively. FCP enforces the coherency across different
types of feature between two matched local region. When
matching two FCPs using (3), it is required that every feature of
two local regions needs to be matched for matching these two
regions. Note that FCP is not limited by the descriptor it used,
which will be verified empirically in the experiment section.
For descriptors of th type used in FCP, we perform
-means clustering to obtain visual words of th type
. codebooks of visual word are
obtained for different types of descriptor. Notice that the
codebook size can be different for different types of de-
scriptor. For every local region, we map descriptors to an
FCP ( -tuple of visual words) by assigning every descriptor to
some visual word in the corresponding codebook of same type
separately.
B. Spatial Coherent Phrase
Every local region is associated with a scale, which is either
provided by the detector or fixed in dense sampling case. Local
descriptor is commonly extracted from a region of such scale.
We denote this scale as description scale. According to the as-
sumption of spatial coherency [29], the neighborhoods of two
matched regions are likely to match to each other. This moti-
vates the design of spatial coherent phrase (SCP).
Given a local region as well as the associated description
scale , we expand to multiple expanded scales as
(5)
where the constant controls the expansion ratio between two
consecutive scales to include the neighborhood of local regions.
We set the value of close to 1 and only use the additional
scales which are near to the original description scale to empha-
size local spatial coherency for reducing the effect of irrelevant
background. descriptors are extracted from the expanded re-
gions of these scales using only one type of descriptor
(6)
where denotes the local region of scale centered at the
same center of the local region and denotes the de-
scriptor (e.g., SIFT) extracted from . SCP enforces the co-
herency across different spatial neighborhoods of two matched
regions. Two local regions are matched only when their spa-
tial neighborhoods of expanded scales centered at the same
center are consistently matched.
When selecting the order ( ) of SCP, there are two factors to
be considered. Given the codebook size of single visual word,
the order of SCP controls the codebook size of visual phrase.
A suitable needs to be selected to generate desired number
of visual phrase. Given the expansion ratio , the order of
SCP controls the spatial context of every local region. Because
spatial coherency is only applicable in the local context, a suit-
able needs to be selected to constrain the size of local context.
Because the codebook size of each dimension is 500 in our ex-
periment, we use only , which generates a codebook of
visual phrases. By reducing the codebook size
of each dimension, e.g., from 500 to 50, we can design SCP of
higher order. We will conduct an experiment to analyze how the
order of SCP affects the IND retrieval performance in the ex-
periment section.
Note that SCP strictly utilizes the description scale from the
detector and expands it accordingly using a fixed expansion
ratio. SCP preserves the chance of two local regions to get
matched as the same as from the detector. This is because
the original description scale output from the detector is scale
invariant, which allows for repeatedly detecting two matched
regions in different scales. By expanding those two descrip-
tion scales using a fixed expansion factor, two corresponding
regions in the new expansion scales are the matched region,
and hence, their descriptors in two corresponding expansion
scales can be matched. SCP uses the characteristic scales of
the regions output from detector as the reference for expanding
scales using a fixed expansion factor. It achieves the same
invariant ability to scale transformation as the detector. Fig. 3
illustrates this property of SCP using two pairs of images.
We can see that the same regions appear at different scales
Authorized licensed use limited to: Nanyang Technological University. Downloaded on April 05,2010 at 22:33:17 EDT from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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Fig. 3. Two pairs of example show that SCP preserves the scale-invariant prop-
erty of local region detector. The ellipses in red are the local regions output from
detector in description scale   , and the ellipses in yellow are the regions in ex-
panded scales        from SCP. The corresponding regions are matched
in both description scale and expanded scale.
in two images because they undergo a scale transformation.
The detector output these two scales (red) as the characteristic
scales of them, which allow for detecting the matched region in
two images. By expanding the two characteristic scales using
a fixed expansion factor (e.g., 1.2), we obtain two matched
regions in corresponding expanded scales (yellow) because the
expansion uses the characteristic scales from detected region
as the reference. At every corresponding expanded scale, the
obtained regions can be matched in the same way. Hence, SCP
preserves the scale-invariant property of the detector and allows
for matching the regions undergoing different transformation.
Similar to FCP, we perform -means clustering on all the
available descriptors of one type used in SCP. The obtained
visual words form a codebook of single
type of descriptor. A local region is mapped to an SCP ( -tuple
of visual words of the same type) by assigning descriptors
to some visual word in the single codebook separately.
The proposed coherent phrase model provides a general
framework to incorporate coherency across multiple descrip-
tors of every local region. The proposed FCP introduces the
feature coherency across different types of descriptors, and
SCP introduces the spatial coherency across neighborhoods of
different scales. Both of these coherency can effectively reduce
the number of false matches due to the ambiguity of single local
descriptor and the errors caused by -means clustering. Fig. 4
shows an example of matching using visual word and SCP of
order 2. We can see that the numbers of matches in both pairs
of images are close when visual word of single descriptor is
used. However, the number of matches between the IND pair is
much more than that between the pair which is not IND when
we use the proposed SCP. Many false matches between the
pair of images that are not IND pair are removed because of the
increased discriminant power of the proposed coherent phrase
model. Besides FCP and SCP, it is possible to design other
visual phrase to incorporate other forms of coherency. One
Fig. 4. Example of matching between (a) matched images and (b) unmatched
images. The first row are the results using visual word of single SIFT descriptor,
and the second row are the results using SCP consisting of two SIFT descriptors.
example is to combine the proposed FCP and SCP into a hybrid
phrase which considers both feature and spatial coherency.
C. Hierarchical CPM
The proposed CPM can be extended to its hierarchical ver-
sion. Similar to [14] and [15], the whole feature space of single
descriptors is partitioned into a hierarchical tree by hierarchical
clustering algorithm (e.g., hierarchical -means). Two param-
eters control this partition: the number of tree levels and the
branch factor . In level , there are clusters. The hier-
archical CPM can then be directly derived from this hierarchical
tree of visual codebook. Every local region is assigned to a hi-
erarchy of visual phrase by assigning each individual descriptor
to the hierarchy of the corresponding type of visual word. In
different resolution, the combination of multiple visual words
to which the corresponding descriptors belong forms the visual
phrase at this level. All the visual phrases in different resolu-
tions form a hierarchical pyramid of visual phrase. By assigning
every local region to visual phrase in different levels, we can
generate the hierarchical histogram of visual phrase for every
image, which is similar to hierarchical histogram of visual word
of pyramid matching kernel. The similarity between images can
then be measured by any similarity measure such as the pyramid
matching kernel [14], [15] using this representation.
IV. NEAR-DUPLICATE IMAGE RETRIEVAL
We use a similar framework to [13] and [30] for IND retrieval.
It consists of two parts: the process for database initialization
and the process for handling input query. The offline process
for database initialization includes the following.
1) Locate local regions, and extract descriptors from every
local region for all images in the database. Here we use
dense sampling [11] to extract descriptors on an overlapped
8 8 grid to cover the whole image. It avoids the risk of
losing some information by using only specific detector
and also avoids the detection of interest points. In terms of
descriptors, SIFT and SPIN descriptors are used for FCP,
and only SIFT descriptor is used for SCP.
2) Build the codebook(s) for different types of descriptors.
We apply -means clustering on all descriptors of every
type and generate the codebook(s). Note that hierarchical
-means clustering can be used to generate codebook and
histogram of multi-resolution.
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3) Assign local regions to visual phrases, and form the his-
togram of visual phrase frequency for every image. For
every local region, it is assigned to a visual phrase by as-
signing every individual descriptor to some visual word of
the same type separately and obtaining the -tuple of vi-
sual phrase.
For online query processing, the histogram of visual phrase
frequency is calculated in a similar way for the query image. It
is then used to calculate the similarity between the query image
and every image in the database. The similarity can be calcu-
lated by using any distance for two histograms, e.g., dis-
tance, distance as well as EMD distance, etc. In this paper,
we use the intersection distance to measure the similarity be-
tween two histograms and of visual phrase frequency:
(7)
where represents the th bin of the histogram. Although
simple, the intersection distance can handle partial matching
with cluttered background. It can be replaced by PMK [14] if
we extend to multi-resolution histogram by considering hierar-
chical codebook(s). In this paper, we only use the simple inter-
section distance to show the effectiveness of the proposed co-
herent phrase model.
A. Complexity Analysis
Compared to the retrieval frameworks [13], [30] which use
the standard BoW model, the proposed method preserves the
efficiency, especially for test query comparison. Although we
explore the space of visual phrase, which is a combination of
visual words, there is no need to build the codebook of vi-
sual phrase. Because we separately assign individual descriptor
to visual word, only the codebook(s) of visual word are built,
whose size is much smaller than the actual number of all pos-
sible visual phrase. For example, we only build two codebooks
with the same size of 500 for SIFT/SPIN, respectively, and local
regions can be mapped to different visual
phrases of order 2. Compared to the standard BoW model, the
performance of the proposed model does not degrade heavily
using smaller codebooks of visual word. It is because visual
phrase combines visual words and has larger discriminant
power. This advantage can reduce the computation complexity
of both offline quantization and assigning local regions to visual
phrases. When assigning individual descriptor of a local region
to visual word, the number of required comparison is reduced by
using small codebook. Because the process to initialize database
can be completed before the query is submitted, its complexity
does not affect the efficiency for online process of query.
For test query comparison, the proposed image representation
using visual phrase preserves the sparsity of BoW representa-
tion. Suppose there are local regions in an image, the max-
imum number of nonzero bins in its histogram of visual phrase
frequency is , which is the same as that in BoW representa-
tion. Because of this sparsity, the computation of the similarity
between two images is very efficient. Notice that graph-based
method like [2] requires us to explicitly find the correspon-
dences between two images and will result in a higher compu-
tational complexity. For the methods that utilize the configu-
rations between local regions [18], [20], [21], the maximum
nonzero bins of the histogram in their methods are exponentially
increased with (i.e., ). For example, [19] that used the
rank information about the proximity between two regions has
the maximum of nonzero bins in the histogram. Compared
to our proposed method, these methods are much more compu-
tationally expensive.
The only bottleneck of the proposed method is about the
additional cost for the extraction of multiple features. In the
initialization of database, we need to extract and assign mul-
tiple descriptors instead of single descriptors for every local
region in step 1 and 3. The time cost for feature extraction
increases linearly when more types of feature descriptors are
involved. Because most of the feature extraction is done during
the initialization of database, which is only performed once in
training phrase, such additional cost for feature extraction does
not heavily affect the efficiency of our proposed method. By
using distributed computing environment, multiple features can
be computed in a parallel fashion, which can further eliminate
such additional cost.
V. EXPERIMENT EVALUATION
A. Experiment Setup
We evaluate the proposed coherent phrase model of FCP
and SCP for IND retrieval. Four datasets are used to com-
pare the proposed method with the latest methods reported in
the literature. Three of them are the IND datasets which are
extracted from the keyframes of the TRECVID corpus [10].
Two small datasets are used for detailed analysis: Columbia’s
TRECVID2003 dataset provided by [1] and NTU’s TRECVID
2005&2006 dataset, which contains the keyframes extracted
from TRECVID 2005 & 2006 corpus where we introduce large
view angle and scale changes. Both datasets include 150 IND
pairs (300 images) and 300 nonduplicate images. The size of
all the images are 352 240. We also evaluate the proposed
method on the larger CityU’s TRECVID2004 dataset [9] which
contains 7006 keyframes from TRECVID 2004 corpus. The
fourth dataset is the UKBench dataset [13] which contains
a total of 10 200 images about 2550 objects. Both of two
common feature extraction strategies for BoW are applied in
the experiments: 1) For TRECVID datasets, 8 8 local regions
extracted from dense sampling with spacing of 4 pixels are used
to generated FCP/SCP; the number of local regions detected in
one image is 5280 for FCP and for SCP
of order 2; 2) we used the local regions extracted by using
SURF detector to generate FCP/SCP for UKBench dataset. The
number of local regions detected in one image varies in the
range from 40 and 2000. It is shown that the proposed CPM
generally improves the IND retrieval performance, independent
of different feature extraction methods. For FCP, we use SIFT
and SPIN descriptors to extract FCP of order 2. For SCP, we set
and use two scales ( and ) to extract SCP of
order 2 using SIFT/SURF descriptor. The sizes of all codebooks
are fixed as 500 in FCP, SCP, and in all the other methods used
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for comparison. To compare with the state-of-the-art, we adopt
the same evaluation protocol used in [2] and [12]. All IND pairs
are used as queries to evaluate performance. For each query, we
calculate the similarity between the query image and all images
using the intersection between their histograms of visual phrase
frequency. A ranked list of images is then produced according
to their similarities to the query. To evaluate the retrieval
performance and compare with other methods, we estimate
the probability of the successful retrieval by averaging
cumulative top- accuracy as
(8)
where is the number of queries that rank their INDs within
the top- position, and is the total number of queries. Note
that is equal to the precision/recall value at the knee point
(where precision is equal to recall) if there are IND correspon-
dences for every query image.
B. Evaluation on Small Datasets
We perform solid evaluation for the proposed CPM on
two small datasets: Columbia’s TRECVID2004 dataset and
NTU’s TRECVID2005&2006 dataset. We compare FCP with
several methods: 1) the state-of-the-art algorithm [2] which
used one-to-one graph matching; 2) the standard BoW model
using individual SIFT and SPIN descriptors, denoted as SIFT
BoW and SPIN BoW. To prove the advantage of incorporating
feature coherency using FCP, we also compare FCP with the
fusion method used in [17] to combine the two BoW models
using SIFT and SPIN. The fusion is computed as
(9)
where denotes the similarity between image and
after fusion, and denotes the original similarity cal-
culated in each BoW model using individual descriptor, e.g.,
SIFT/SPIN. In our experiment, the parameters are set as
and . For SCP, we compare it with two methods:
1) the standard BoW model using SIFT descriptor, denoted as
SIFT BoW; 2) the spatial pyramid matching (SPM) method [11]
which also utilizes spatial information. We do not compare SCP
with the fusion method since SCP only uses one type of de-
scriptor, i.e., SIFT. Actually, our SCP outperforms the fusion
method combining SIFT and SPIN descriptors.
Fig. 5 shows the results of these methods for top- IND re-
trieval on Columbia’s TRECVID2004 dataset where changes
from 1 to 20. In terms of FCP, we can see that SIFT descriptor
achieves better performance than SPIN descriptor when using
BoW model. Although the fusion of two BoW models can
improve the overall performance, the performance after fusion
is still lower than the result of [2]. However, our proposed
FCP using SIFT and SPIN achieves a significant improvement
(8% for top-1) over the fusion method and outperforms [2]
by 4.3% for top-1 retrieval. One issue about the Columbia’s
TRECVID2003 dataset is that 5% of the annotated IND pairs in
Fig. 5. (a) Top-  IND retrieval performance of FCP and relevant methods on
the Columbia’s TRECVID2003 dataset. (b) Top-  IND retrieval performance
of SCP and relevant methods on the Columbia’s TRECVID2003 dataset.
Fig. 6. Four labeled IND pairs (first two rows) from Columbia’s
TRECVID2003 dataset and the most similar image to the images in the first
row returned by the proposed FCP.
the provided ground-truth annotations are confusing according
to our observation. Fig. 6 shows four examples where the
images returned by the proposed method are different from the
annotated INDs. However, the returned images are also visually
correct INDs in our view. The reported performance of the
proposed method is strictly based on the provided ground-truth
annotations. However, the ground-truth annotation itself con-
tains some errors. If these errors are removed, the accuracy of
retrieval using the proposed method will be increased further.
In terms of SCP, although SPM outperforms the standard
BoW model using SIFT descriptor, the proposed SCP achieves
even higher performances. This is because that the mechanisms
of using spatial information in SCP and SPM are different.
SPM constrains the matching in the corresponding spatial
grids, which is not invariant to object translation/rotation and
the changes of viewpoint and scale. Similar performances are
also achieved on NTU’s TRECVID2005&2006 dataset. Fig. 7
shows four IND pairs from this dataset where there exists rota-
tion and large changes of scale and viewpoint. SCP outperforms
SPM in these cases because it is invariant to these changes
while the spatial constraints in SPM are wrong in the presence
of these changes. Note that in Fig. 7, some IND examples (first
and second columns) contain substantial viewpoint changes
and some examples (first, second and third columns) contain
large scale transformation between IND pair such that only the
sub-image(s) form the IND counterpart. While the scale of two
images in the first, second, and fourth columns are extremely
different, SCP still can correctly detect them as the IND pairs.
It is empirically shown that the proposed SCP works well with
substantial scale/viewpoint changes and is capable to discover
the correct INDs which may only contain sub-image(s). We
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TABLE I
TOP-1 IND RETRIEVAL PERFORMANCES OF DIFFERENT METHODS ON COLUMBIA’S TRECVID2003
DATASET (COLUMBIA) AND NTU’S TRECVID2005&2006 DATASET (NTU)
Fig. 7. Four labeled IND pairs (first two rows) from NTU’s
TRECVID2005&2006 dataset where SCP succeeds to return them as top-1
images but SPM fails. The top-1 images returned by SPM are shown in the
third row.
also summarize the top-1 IND retrieval performances of all
relevant methods on both datasets in Table I. Because every
query image only has one IND correspondence in these two
datasets, the top-1 retrieval accuracy reported in Table I is
equal to precision/recall value at the knee point. The results
are consistent across the two datasets. The performance of the
fusion method that combines two BoW models using SIFT and
SPIN is only comparable to the best performance of individual
model. The LIP-IS+OOS method [2] and SPM [11] are two
state-of-the-art methods which achieve better performances
than the fusion method. But our proposed models of FCP and
SCP significantly outperform any of the existing methods on
both two datasets.
C. Evaluation on Large Datasets
To illustrate the general validity of the proposed method,
we also evaluate CPM on two large datasets: CityU’s
TRECVID2004 dataset [9] (7006 images) and UKBench
dataset [13] (10 200 images).
1) IND Retrieval on CityU’s Trecvid2004 Dataset: We
applied FCP on the CityU’s TRECVID2004 dataset for IND
retrieval. Different from two small datasets from TRECVID
corpus, images have multiple IND correspondences. We ex-
tracted both SIFT and SPIN descriptors from densely sampled
regions in multiple scales and generated FCP of order 2. We
compare our FCP with several methods which have been
reported on this dataset: 1) some conventional approaches
using global features, e.g., color moment [31] and color his-
togram [1]; 2) nonrigid image matching (NIM) [12] which is
the latest state-of-the-art on CityU’s TRECVID2004 dataset.
Fig. 8 shows the results of top- IND retrieval on CityU’s
TRECVID2004 dataset where changes from 1 to 30. We
can see that for the small , the proposed FCP achieves the
very similar accuracy with NIM and it outperforms NIM when
Fig. 8. (a) Top-  IND retrieval performance of FCP and relevant methods on
the CityU’s TRECVID2004 dataset. (b) Examples of IND pairs returned by the
proposed FCP where scale, illumination, viewpoint, as well as image editing
changes occur.
becomes large. We also show the precision/recall values at
knee point for different methods in Table II. To the best of our
knowledge, FCP achieves the best performance on CityU’s
TRECVID2004 dataset. Note that the results reported for NIM
are based on multiple features including both global features
as well as local descriptors, and this approach requires explicit
image matching. The proposed method only uses local de-
scriptors and does not calculate image matching, which leads
to a more efficient solution. Here, LIP-IS+OOS in [2] is not
compared because it is computationally too expensive to be
applied on this dataset.
2) Object Retrieval on Ukbench: We also test the proposed
method on UKBench dataset [13] in the context of object re-
trieval which is an example of IND retrieval. This dataset con-
tain 10 200 images where every four images capture a single ob-
ject with different viewpoint, illumination condition, and scale.
There is a total of 2550 different objects such as CD covers, etc.
The size of all images are 640 480. We locate local regions
and generate the corresponding descriptors for every image in
the dataset using SURF [32]. The purpose of using this set of
new detector/descriptor is to illustrate that the proposed method
can be generally applied on any local representation. The key to
the performance improvement is the coherence property of the
visual phrase scheme and not the power of descriptor. In this ex-
periment, we evaluate hierarchical SCP (H-SCP) of order 2 and
use the pyramid matching kernel [14], [15] as similarity distance
to compare two images.
The experiment setup for object retrieval is similar to the IND
retrieval mentioned before. We setup the databases of different
size by sequentially selecting images from UKBench dataset.
The smallest database contains the first 1000 images of this
dataset while the largest database contains all the images. For
every database, we generate a hierarchical vocabulary tree (
and ) where there are leaf nodes. Different from
the performance reported in [13], we use all the images in the
database as query to evaluate the performance, which can avoid
the effect of query selection and better illustrate the general
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TABLE II
PRECISION/RECALL VALUES AT THE KNEE POINT (WHERE PRECISION IS EQUAL TO RECALL) ON CITYU’S TRECVID2004 DATASET AUTHOR: PLEASE CITE
TABLE IN BODY OF PAPER.
TABLE III
TOP-4 RECALL OF HIERARCHICAL SCP (H-SCP) AND HIERARCHICAL BAG-OF-WORDS (H-BOW) USING SURF ON UKBENCH DATASET
Fig. 9. Example queries and top-8 similar images returned by (a) hierarchical
BoW and (b) hierarchical SCP under the same configuration (database of 10 200
images represented using SURF, a vocabulary tree of six levels with a branch
factor 10).
performance. Similar to the setup for IND retrieval, we com-
pare every images in the database with the query and obtain
a rank list. For every query, there are totally four images (in-
cluding the query itself) capturing the same object. To eval-
uate the performance of retrieving multiple IND, we modify the
measure in [13] by normalizing it with four (the total number
of ground truth INDs for a query) for the top-4 retrieval. This
measure counts the percentage of the four ground truths of a
query in the top-4 retrieved images, which is also the preci-
sion/recall value at the knee point. Table III compares the top-4
retrieval performances of the proposed H-SCP and the hierar-
chical bag-of-words (H-BoW) representation of SURF using the
same PMK. It is shown that H-SCP consistently outperforms
H-BoW representation across different scales of database. Com-
pared with H-BoW, more INDs are returned within top-4 images
of H-SCP. The average improvement of the proposed method is
15.6%, which is quite significant. Note that both methods use
the same detector/descriptor, the same hierarchical vocabulary
tree, and the same matching kernel to make the comparison fair.
This fact also proves that the improvement is indeed caused not
by other factors, but by the coherence property enforced by the
proposed phrase structure. From the example shown in Fig. 9,
we can see that the proposed method not only retrieves all the
four images containing the same object but also finds other sim-
ilar images which the BoW representation cannot achieve. Note
that we are unable to directly compare with [13] because the
used detector/descriptor and the queries used for performance
evaluation are not mentioned in the paper, which do not allow
for direct comparison.
D. Complexity Comparison
According to the analysis of Section IV-A, the coherent
phrase model has a low computational complexity for cal-
culating the similarity between two images. We evaluate the
average CPU time for calculating the similarity between two
images for different methods. For SPM and FCP/SCP, we esti-
mate the average time of calculating similarities for Columbia’s
TRECVID2003 dataset using our own matlab implementation
without optimization. For LIP-IS+OOS method in [2], we use
the C++ implementation provided by the authors to estimate
the average time. On the UKBench dataset, we also evaluate the
average CPU time for calculating pairwise similarity of H-SCP
and the original H-BoW based on the C++ implementation of
[33]. From the average time reported in Table IV, it is empiri-
cally shown that the coherent phrase models of FCP and SCP
are not only more accurate but also more efficient than other
methods. Notice that the LIP-IS+OOS method in [2] is least
efficient because it requires to find the exact correspondence
for every local region when calculating the similarity between
two images. The average time of SPM is longer than FCP/SCP
using the codebook of same size. It is because SPM needs to
compare multiple pairs of histograms of different subregions
at different levels while FCP and SCP only compare one pair
of histograms about the whole image. In terms of H-SCP, it
is shown that the proposed method preserves the efficiency
of standard BoW model, and the C++ implementation allows
comparing two images very efficiently. We admit that there is
an additional overload due to the increase in the number of fea-
tures. However, most of such overload in feature extraction and
assignment is done offline for database and can be neglected.
Another factor that will affect the complexity of IND retrieval
is the codebook size. Fewer visual words need to be compared
when every local region is assigned to a visual phrase/word of
a smaller codebook. But the visual words of a smaller code-
book will introduce more ambiguities and hence degrade the
performance. We evaluate the performance degradation of our
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TABLE IV
AVERAGE CPU TIME FOR CALCULATING SIMILARITY BETWEEN TWO IMAGES
TABLE V
PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION OF TOP-1 IND RETRIEVAL WHEN THE CODEBOOK SIZE IS REDUCED
TABLE VI
TOP-1 IND RETRIEVAL PERFORMANCES OF SCP OF DIFFERENT ORDERS ON
COLUMBIA’S TRECVID2003 DATASET
proposed FCP/SCP on both Columbia’s TRECVID2003 dataset
when the codebook size is reduced from 500 to 100. From the
results shown in Table V, we can see that the performance degra-
dation of FCP/SCP is much smaller than BoW model using
SIFT and the fusion method combining SIFT and SPIN. On UK-
Bench dataset, we similarly reduce the hierarchical codebook
from six levels to three levels while keeping the branch factor
as 10. The number of leaf nodes (finest visual words) is reduced
from to , respectively. We can also see from Table V
that H-SCP is much more robust than H-BoW model when the
smaller codebook is used. This experiment empirically show
that the proposed FCP/SCP as well as its hierarchical version
H-SCP can improve efficiency further by using smaller code-
books while still maintaining the high retrieval accuracy.
To illustrate how the performance of SCP is affected by its
order , we conduct an experiment to test the performance of
SCP from order 2 to 4 and compare with standard BoW (i.e.,
SCP of order 1). Each dimension of the codebook is fixed as 50
and the expansion ratio is set as 1.2. Table VI shows the top-1
average precisions of SCP of different orders on Columbia’s
TRECVID2003 dataset using SIFT as the descriptor. From the
results, we can see that SCP(s) of different orders consistently
outperform BoW while the best performance is achieved by the
SCP of order 3 corresponding to a codebook of total
visual phrases. The reason that SCP(s) of the order
higher than 3 degrade the performance is because the codebook
size of visual phrase is too large as well as the expanded scales
at and are too large with respect to the neighbor-
hood. Note that we achieve the same highest performance as in
Table I by using the SCP of order 3, where a smaller codebook
of visual phrases is used. This is another factor
to further reduce the computational complexity of SCP for IND
retrieval.
To verify the fact that the performance of FCP is not lim-
ited by the used descriptors, we evaluate the performances of
IND retrieval using FCP with different combinations of descrip-
tors. In Fig. 10(a), the combination of a superior descriptor (e.g.,
Fig. 10. Top-  IND retrieval performance on Columbia’s TRECVID2003
dataset of (a) FCP using SIFT and complex filter (CF). (b) FCP using cross
correlation (CC) and CF. Their performances are also compared with BoW
models using either individual descriptor as well as the fusion method.
SIFT) and a inferior descriptor (e.g., complex filter (CF)—the
second worst performance reported in [27]) for FCP is evalu-
ated. In Fig. 10(b), the combination of two inferior descriptors
(e.g., cross correlation (CC) and CF—two worst performances
in [27]) for FCP is evaluated on Columbia’s TRECVID2003
dataset. In both cases, FCP has achieved much higher accuracy
for IND retrieval than BoW model using either individual de-
scriptor as well as the fusion method [17] combining two de-
scriptors. This experiment empirically shows that the proposed
FCP is not limited by the weak descriptor it used and that the
proposed coherent phrase is superior than the traditional visual
word.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a coherent phrase model for image
near-duplicate retrieval. Different from the standard BoW rep-
resentation, this model represents every local region using mul-
tiple descriptors and enforces the coherency across multiple de-
scriptors for every local region. Two types of visual phrase (fea-
ture coherent phrase and spatial coherent phrase) are designed
to represent feature and spatial coherency. Both coherency are
utilized without increasing the computational complexity. This
model, although simple, improves the matching accuracy by re-
ducing the number of false matches and preserves the matching
efficiency because of the sparsity of the representation. Instead
of mining the association of multiple regions which increases
the complexity, the quantization error of BoW is reduced by
the coherency in the visual phrase of every single region in
our method. Both effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed
method have been proved on multiple benchmarks built from
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TRECVID corpus for IND retrieval as well as a benchmark for
object retrieval. The proposed technique can be generally ap-
plied on different variants of the BoW model.
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